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From Design to Function –
a new Business Segment
form.in’s core business is challenged by decreasing margins and increas-

ing competition. To counter these challenges, the management plans to

establish a new business segment which will focus on design home deco-

ration products. The project team provided assistance by analysing and

recommending suitable product categories and sales channels.

form.in GmbH
Founded in 1991 in Breisgau, Germany, form.in
laser centre started its history as a pioneer in
acryl glass processing by laser technology. The
company has grown steadily in the last 25 years
and employs approximately 40 people in its
headquarters in Eschbach. Currently, form.in is
specialised in two business segments: displays
and industrial manufacturing. As a consequence
of the reduced attractiveness of these seg-
ments, diversification into the field of design
home decoration is planned.

Proceeding
A mix of primary and secondary research was
used to gather information about the design
home decoration market in Germany and
Switzerland. An analysis of more than 120
third party sources such as statistics from busi-
ness databases as well as interviews with 20
experts led to an understanding of the target
market. This research provided the basis for
the identification of suitable product categories
and sales channels for form.in. The final rec-
ommendations are based on an extensive
evaluation process comprising evaluation

forms with more than 20 different relevant cri-
teria for form.in.

Results
The analysis led to the conclusion that kitchen
decoration, lamps, and outdoor accessories
are the most promising product categories for
form.in. More attractive market sizes, growth
rates and margins compared to other investi-
gated categories are the main reasons for
these findings. Moreover, the team discovered
that crowdfunding, followed by online sales by
retailers, is the most suitable way for form.in
to enter the new market. Crowdfunding will
help to fund product development and create
initial awareness, whereas online retailers will
ensure a wide distribution at a later stage. The
team conducted an analysis of over 40 pos-
sible partners. As a result, the three most
promising crowdfunding platforms as well as
six online retailers could be recommended as
initial partners to enter the market. Where
possible, the team established a first contact
and provided contact details.
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We had the chance to share
our ideas with a well moti-
vated project team which
was able to understand and
structure our goals well.As
result we have received a

whole bunch of valuable information with a
hands on guideline to take further actions –
thank you!

Coach
FHS St.Gallen
Prof Dr. Benjamin von Walter

The main goal of the project
was to find out how form.in
can enter the design market
for home decoration prod-
ucts. What was delivered
was an act ionable road

map, developed from interviews with lead-
ing experts and profound knowledge of the
market. I believe that the client received an
excellent overview of potential product cate-
gories and sales channels.

Methodology of the market research project for form.in.
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